Kingsville Township is proud to offer the Hometown Heroes Banner Program where sponsors can have a banner created in honor of a local veteran for a $200 donation. The donation will be used to cover production and hardware costs. The banners will be approximately 24” x 48” and display the veteran’s photo, name, rank, and branch of service - Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, or Coast Guard - along with the sponsor’s name.

Applications are available on our website (Kingsville Township Hometown Heroes Application). Sponsors will need to supply a high-resolution photo. Digital photos must be in JPG, PNG, or TIF format. Banners will be shown prominently in town from Memorial Day until Veterans Day and available for sponsors to take home when not on display.

Thank you . . .

Gail Urch, resident and fire department employee, for bringing this program to our attention and providing us detailed information.